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Sew Your Own Is Coming Back  
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 Innovation now takes the wait out of waiting for that new car – or ice cream 

1 I clearly remember the days when I sat quietly – bored stiff – but dreaming of 
my new car or ice cream which was to be my reward for the mind-numbing 
wait.  A wait sat on the high stools whilst my mum poured over the massive 
books of dress patterns in the local department store - Edmunds. 
 

 2 These were days when so many mums made their own dresses – mainly out 
of need to save money – and the enforced wait for an on-line solution to 
finding dress patterns.  And now, that wait for me and mums is finally done. 
 

3 This superb story by The Guardian – in a sense – catapulted me straight back 
to those days of building my collection of new Corgi cars.  I admired my 
mum’s skills exercised in our spare bedroom - cutting and stitching yards of 
flowery material that would one day look like a dress from a shop.  I still 
admire my mum for that - as well as all the mums then, that did the same. 
    

4 Today, in the same way I admire the hand skills of a pianist, I admire the skill 
of our seamstresses who create exactly what my mum did - excellent things 
to wear which look like they came from a real shop! 
  

5 Fast forward in time - more decades than are worth counting - and we have 
all arrived at a small revolution in the world of the home sewers.  Or Sewists!!! 
 
Firstly, the home sewers have changed their title to “Sewists” – possibly on 
the advice of a smart marketing practice – not ours I have to say – but it does 
make some sense!   
 
Secondly, thanks to Need being the mother of invention, an enterprising 
couple in London have landed on a really cool idea.  And thanks to this cool 
idea, mums, girls – and some men – are now re-learning those hand skills 
from the start and are making good use of those spare bedrooms again. 
  

6 So, what is the revolution exactly? 
 
Well, now it’s possible to source your pattern in a pdf file to download.  Then 
you can get some innovative people from London to cut the material you 
choose to use – mark it to show we you need to stitch – and send you the 
bundle to sew up and finish.  Simples!   
 

7 Take a look at Shruti Grover and Simon Johnson in this Guardian article – 
about the founders of Pattern Project. 
 

https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2021/sep/28/sew-it-yourself-inside-the-zero-waste-zero-sweatshop-revolution
https://www.pattern-project.com/
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8 And guys – think about this.  We all know how we love to go shopping for 
clothes.  For those guys with a wife and a machine and an inclination, then a 
whole new world could be opening up for us.  Think about it. 
 

 By: David Charles 

 Source: Tetbury CONNECT: Magazine 

 LINK: The Guardian - Sew it yourself! 

 LINK:  Pattern Project 

 LINK:  Local alterations expert can be found here – Specialist services 
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